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The Non Smooth Contact Dynamics method (NSCD) deals with frictional uni-
lateral contact between rigid or deformable bodies. It was originated around
1984 by J.J. Moreau as the Contact Dynamics method (CD). It was extended
as the (NSCD) method by M. Jean to deal with more general applications,
such as nite element modelling. Numerical applications of the CD method for
granular materials are currently customized in C language by J.J. Moreau. The
NSCD method has been implemented by M. Jean in a now obsolete fortran77
general purpose software. F. Dubois is the author of a completely remodelled
new version LMGC90 written in fortran90, open to research scientists for fur-
ther developments and applications. This is an open source software governed
by a Cecill license (i.e. GPL). In the NSCD method the basic laws such as
Coulomb’s law and the inelastic shock law are described as non smooth laws in
terms of multimappings. The dynamical equation is discretized according to
a low order implicit algorithm. The main unknowns are the relative velocities
between contactors at some overlapping moments with the time steps (leap
frog technique) and the mean reaction impulses during the time step. Assum-
ing provisional values for contacts neighbouring of a given contact, values of
the reactions for this given contact are obtained discussing the intersection
of the graphs of affine mappings. Values of the reactions are updated, and all
contacts are processed successively as long as necessary to obtain a satisfac-
tory convergence. This may be described as a non linear block Gauss Seidel
method. The LMGC90 software is dedicated to applications with a large num-
ber of 2D or 3D contactors. It is a modular software written in fortran90 with
an object oriented organisation:

• Mechanical bodies moduli are listing bulk geometric and physical proper-
ties, degrees of freedom, descriptors of contactors (or contacting bound-
aries) attached to the bodies, and the methods to read, write and precom-
pute data.
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• Contact moduli are dedicated to classes of contactors, pairs of a candidate
and antagonist contactors. They are listing all local properties, relative
velocities, gaps, reaction impulses, interaction laws, detection methods,
methods allowing to compute relative velocities from bodies velocities, to
compute generalized impulses from reaction impulses.

• A core solver uses the above methods to transfer data to the dynami-
cal algorithm relating bodies velocities and generalized impulses, to the
interaction law relating relative velocities and reaction impulses.

Recent developments are concerning core solvers. The non linear block Gauss
Seidel method is now available as a shared memory process; a generalized
Newton algorithm is implemented. Several interaction laws, so called “Sig-
norini Coulomb derived laws” are implemented, including elastic repell, ad-
hesion and wear laws. The software allows also coupling with thermo elastic
problems. Contactors are of the kind: disks, polygons, spheres, polyhedrons,
planes, wires, rods, blocks, and a wide variety of 3 or 4 nodes element contac-
tors de ned by nite elements. Applications are concerning: Granular materials,
for research purposes such as stability of slopes, segregation, compaction be-
haviour, or industrial purposes such as railway ballast behaviour. Behaviour
of buildings made of blocks, walls, arches, bridges. Dynamic fracture of de-
formable bodies. Delamination. Biomechanics, micro brilla models, tensegrity
cell models.

Fig. 1. Masonry: Pont du Gard, 35000 blocks, 250000 contacts, author Brahim
Chetouane.
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Fig. 2. Masonry: Pont du Gard, 35000 blocks, 250000 contacts, author Brahim
Chetouane.

Fig. 3. Pont Du Gard: main stress chains.
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Fig. 4. Pont Du Gard: pressure colored blocks, high pressure pale blue, low pressure
dark blue.
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